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CERAGEM Pressure / Warmth/ MassageTM

FREE TRIAL
CERAGEM is committed to providing customers 
with an opportunity to experience the amazing 
effects of CERAGEM through no-obligation free trials.

We are confident that our free trial program will 
convey the effectiveness of CERAGEM!

We strongly encourage and invite you to visit any 
of our CERAGEM retail centers to experience first-hand, 
the benefits of CERAGEM and watch your health improve.

Take this opportunity now!
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Revolutionary Automatic Thermal Massager

Modele No. CGM-M3500



CERAGEM [sera:jem]
Noun : 1. Thermal Massager. 2. Massage Bed. 3. Name of all the locations where you can try the product. 4. Company Name.
Verb : Use thermal massager. Other Form : Cerageming - Verb : Inflected form. Ceragemer - Noun : Person who loves CERAGEM

Automatic Thermal Massager
CERAGEM is the largest provider of high quality
Automatic Thermal Massagers.  We are expanding 
worldwide, and receiving high accolades everywhere 
for our product’s incredible effectiveness.

Our product combines Eastern health techniques, 
which have been handed down from generation 
to generation, along with the most advanced 
medical breakthroughs of today.  

Experience the revolutionary CERAGEM 
Automatic Thermal Massager, and improve 
your health and well-being in the comfort 
of your home. 

Globalpromotes the wellness of our society.
CERAGEM is a health science company that 

World Best Healthcare Partner
Our vision at CERAGEM is to lead the world 
to a healthier lifestyle.  We propose to achieve 
our vision by becoming “World Best Healthcare
Partner.”

Enjoy a Healthy Lifestyle
with our Revolutionary CERAGEM!
CERAGEM is a global company that is health-driven and technology-based, promoting the concept
of overall well-being and healthy living.  With our dedication to research and development, blended 
with our unique Free Trials, we are impacting the healthcare industry, one person at a time.



CERAGEM Science
Improving Your Health!
CERAGEM combines the benefits of alternative medicine with modern technology 
to provide effective therapeutic relaxation.

Integrated Alternative Medicine
CERAGEM integrates methods of alternative medicine:

FINGER PRESSURE
Finger pressure is a practice done by the hand 
to relieve compressed nerves and muscle tensions.  
As the spinal nerves are directly connected to the 
rest of the body, stimulating this system allows the 
body to return to its natural, healthy rhythm.

��

MASSAGE
One of the oldest forms of 
therapy known to relieve
pain, relax the body, and 
stimulate blood circulation.

��

MOXIBUSTION
Moxibustion is the use of heat to stimulate 
pressure points and blood circulation in order 
to promote the body’s ability to heal itself 
and to provide relaxation.

��

��CERAGEM’s EFFECT

Experience a Brand NewYou
by using the CERAGEM Automatic Thermal Massager.
CERAGEM is the world’s first and number one Automatic Thermal Massager with an Internal
Projector made of jade that emits Radiant Far Infrared Heat, which massages the vital points of
the spine to improve the user’s overall health and energy level.

Increases blood circulation
Relieves muscle pain and stiffness
Relieves joint pain and stiffness arising from arthritis
Relaxes muscles

CERAGEM’s Automatic Thermal Massager is the world’s first massager with 
an Internal Projector made of jade that emits Radiant Far Infrared Heat which 
massages the 15 vital points of the spine to improve the user’s overall health 
and increases their energy levels. 

Share this wonderful experience with your whole family. Try CERAGEM today!

CERAGEM Pressure
CERAGEM Pressure is a unique technique derived 
from principles of Eastern Medicine by combining Radiant 
Far Infrared Heat (generated from the Internal Projector) 
for a Moxibustion effect and applies it with massage to 
the 15 vital points of the spine. This technique stimulates 
“QI,” which is the life force in our bodies, while
increasing blood circulation and alleviating stress which 
results in improving your overall health.   

��

CERAGEM Massage
The Internal Projector provides massage along the 
spinal column improving overall health, relieving 
muscle tension, alleviating pain caused by incorrect 
posture and relaxing tension around the 
spine from everyday stress.  

��

CERAGEM Warmth
The Benefits of Radiant Far Infrared Heat have been 
researched and noted for increasing blood circulation 
throughout your body, which in turn, improves your overall 
health. You can receive an optimal level of Radiant Far 
Infrared Heat to all parts of your body through the use of 
Epoxy Carbon Panels in the main and lower mats.

��

김수미
줄 긋기

김수미
대체 텍스트
CERAGEM est une entreprise sciences santé qui favorise le bien-être de notre société.

김수미
노트
김수미에 의해 설정된 Marked

김수미
노트
김수미에 의해 설정된 Accepted

김수미
노트
김수미에 의해 설정된 Completed



CERAGEM and
your Health

Innovative Features
to enhance Your Life!

SMART BACK-TRACK SYSTEM
The bio-technically advanced Internal Projector is set on 
an ergonomically designed guidance track that follows 
the natural curvature of the spine. 
The weight of the user provides balanced pressure along
the spine, while working in unison with the effects of 
Radiant Far Infrared Heat for maximum pain relief and
relaxation.  

MAIN AND LOWER MAT
It utilizes the Epoxy Carbon Panels to emit an optimal 
level of Radiant Far Infrared Heat. 
In addition, the material is made by utilizing the sponge 
foaming method which makes it highly durable.

EXTERNAL PROJECTORS
CERAGEM comes with a 3-sphere and 9-sphere External 
Projectors. Application of the External Projectors in unison 
with the usage of the CERAGEM Automatic Thermal Massager 
will enhance the overall effectiveness of the CERAGEM.

PROTECTIVE COVER
Covers are detachable
for laundering.

SOPHISTICATED DESIGN
This ergonomically designed product will fit
beautifully into any interior space while leading you 
on the road to a healthy lifestyle.

REMOTE CONTROL
The multi-function remote control allows 
for a complete thermal massage at the 
touch of a button. 
The adjustable cradle for the remote control
allows the user to control the massager 
with maximum ease during each massage
session.

Automatic Mode
Automatic Mode: This mode is preset to apply
CERAGEM Pressure (moxibustion and finger 
pressure effects) and Massage to all areas of your 
spine and abdomen for approximately 40 minutes.

Manual Mode
The internal projectors are manually operated 
to apply CERAGEM Pressure to desired areas 
of your body.

1 Pre-Programmed Mode
1 Manual Mode

Temperature Control and Display
The controller allows the user to adjust the 
temperature of the Internal and External 
Projectors. Setting Range and Measurement Unit :  86 – 140 F

Error Code Display
If any problems should occur, an error code 
will appear on the Temperature Display to 
indicate a problem.



How CERAGEM’s Massage Session 
Works in Automatic Mode

The Internal Projector starts its session from Point 1 in 
the diagram above, and works its way moving to each 
pre-determined points.  After repeating the cycle twice, 
the Internal Projector applies CERAGEM Pressure
for approximately 2 minute at each designated points.  
An application of intensive Moxibustion effect with 
Radiant Far Infrared Heat will follow.

Once the Projector reaches point 13, turn your body and 
lay face down to apply massage, CERAGEM Pressure
and a Moxibustion effect to the abdominal area, at Points 
13 through 15.

Ergonomic design that set a new standard 
in automatic thermal massagers
The Smart Back Track System that considers the curve of the
spine, the Epoxy Carbon Panels that provides a better therma
l massage effect, and the Burn-Prevention Program are some 
of the cutting-edge technologies behind the Ceragem Master
M3500 model, setting a new standard in thermal massagers.

World-renowned product quality
Since it`s introduction, the Ceragem Master M3500 model is
being sold in over 50countries and is recognized for its superior
quality and value around the world.  And its quality and safety
have been proven through certifications from various countries.

Model Number

Product Description

Massage Modes

External Projectors

Epoxy Carbon Panel

Remote Control Features

User Temperature

Product Size & Weight

* At company’s discretion, the product’s design and description may be modified 
without notification.

* If you're suffering from any medical conditions, consult your physician or 
medical provider before using this product.

Specifications
CERAGEM - M3500

Automatic Thermal Massager

Automatic, Manual

2 sets (3-sphere, 9-sphere)

Main mat, lower mat 

Massage mode, projector settings
Temperature indication, internal 
projector control(manual), error 
code display, power control

30~60°C (86 ~140°F)

1210*630*150mm, 28kg (main mat) 
770*540*120mm, 10kg (lower mat) 
1260*590*145mm, 23kg (frame)


